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WORKPLACE INNOVATION

Introducing workplace practices 

that enable all employees to use 

and develop their skills, 

knowledge, experience and 

creativity to the full, leading to 

enhanced performance and

quality of working life.







Closing the Gap
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E-learning and international networking 
through Fresh Thinking Labs



Our e-learning 

platform provides 

participants with a 

comprehensive, 

action-oriented guide 

to workplace 

innovation practices.



Participants can share 

ideas and challenges 

with others through 

online forums and 

moderated live events.



A learning log enables 

participants to record 

how they translate 

learning into practice 

within their own 

organisations . . .



ONLINE AND IN PERSON

Connect with other change leaders on Fresh Thinking Labs 

Be part of the Community!
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Senior Leader & Change Agent

Induction workshop

E-learning and international networking 
through Fresh Thinking Labs

Comprehensive Diagnostic based on        
The Essential Fifth Element



Evidence-based workplace practices associated with performance and health

Add your own organisational, occupational and/or demographic variables

Completion time 11 – 14 minutes

Results are grouped into 11 actionable themes to assist clarity and 

identification of interventions

Provides direct insights into opportunities for workplace innovation at 

organisational, departmental, team or demographic group levels

Linked to an action planning template

The Workplace Diagnostic® 

Employee Survey
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Ensure Sustainability
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THE COMPANY WHAT THEY DID WHAT THEY ACHIEVED

Argenta

Pharmaceuticals

Reduced the impact of functional divisions to improve 

workflow, delegated decision-making to team and 

involved staff in innovation.

Significant cost reduction and efficiency gains, and major 

steps towards creating a culture of improvement and 

innovation.

Booth Welsh

Engineering services

Greater transparency and measures to engage staff, 

reducing functional silos and stimulating employee-

driven innovation.

60+ ideas generated by employees; Martin Welsh (MD) 

argues that WIEP has placed the company 12 months 

ahead of its competitors.

Cornerstone

Social care

Introduced self-managed teams and a flatter 

management structure to address changing and more 

complex demands in the care sector.

Enhanced client satisfaction, greater resource efficiency 

and improved staff engagement.

DS Smith

Packaging

Leadership transparency; delegation of decision-making 

to frontline meetings; employee-led process mapping 

and improvement.

WIEP played a vital role in changing work practices 

through DS Smith Lockerbie, leading to a £1.4m profit 

upturn without capital investment.

Laing Traditional 

Masonry

Building renovation

Leadership transparency and enhanced 2-way 

communication with site-based teams combined with 

good practice teamwork principles.

Significant improvements in meeting targets and an 

average improvement in profitability of 6% per project.

Premier Hytemp

Engineering

Introduction of a representative ‘Shop Committee’ 

bringing employee voice into decision-making and 

stimulating ideas for improvement.

MD claims that KPIs have all improved as a result of 

employee voice measures introduced by WIEP, building 

pride in the workplace.





The Workplace Innovation Diagnostic® 

Breakdown Results

Workforce disengaged from business strategy

Few opportunities to contribute to innovation

Working in silos



The Workplace Innovation Practitioner and Senior Practitioner Programmes -

knowledge, competencies and practical support for sustainable change



Engaging everyone in Corporate Strategy Pillars



Streamlining workflow and flattening the structure



Delegating authority to self-organised teams



Creating times and spaces for innovation



Creating times and spaces for innovation



The future?  By 2023 Booth Welsh will be:
A place where people come to work to 
improve the business as part of their 

normal jobs, embedding EDI (employee-
driven innovation) throughout its culture 

and working practices;

a learning organisation, committed to 
multiskilling and to continuous 

opportunities for fresh on-the-job 
challenges and personal development;

A strengths-based organisation, 
enabling everyone to progress 

according to their individual talents 
and potential rather than shoe-

horning everyone into ‘one size fits 
all’ line management roles;

A more agile organisation, one in which 
people work across disciplines and are 
orientated towards whole tasks rather 

than narrow job descriptions or 
functional roles;

A flatter organisation in which most 
operational decisions are delegated to 

self-managed teams;

A more inclusive
organisation in which staff 

voice helps to shape strategic 
choices;

An emotionally-intelligent 
organisation, led by example 
from the senior team and in 

which attitude is as important as 
skills in recruiting and promoting 

people.



50%+ of workforce engaged in Corporate Strategy Pillars

60+ examples of employee-driven innovation

Active engagement of staff in exploring and developing digital potential

Year-by-year improvements in repeat Diagnostic results

Organisational redesign leading to improved performance & engagement

Senior team and managers freed to focus on business development 



Blending workshops, e-learning & coaching 

Change leaders learning and acting together

Peer-to-peer interaction and support

Bespoke in-company facilitation

‘Critical Friend’ exchange visits



People Centred Change
Discover more at www.workplaceinnovation.eu


